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Witchcraft is a bona fide demonic power released through various activities such as words, spells,

amulets, charms, occult powers, chants, magic, drugs, potions, or directive prophecies. It's far more

than meeting in a forest to worship Mother Earth and hugging pine trees. Witchcraft is a power that

influences people and gives a place to demon activity. But can a Christian operate in witchcraft?

Find out inside.  You'll discover these truths]]  * Different forms of spiritual witchcraft that battle your

mind. * How religion and the flesh can release witchcraft. * How to safeguard yourself from

witchcraft's influence. * How to discern Christian witchcraft attacks. * The fastest way to overcome

witchcraft.
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The first half of this book does discuss what the title suggests. The second half of the book is page

after page of all his other books, newsletters, ministries, etc. You spend your money so he can

advertise to you! And he places all his marketing crapola in the table of contents, so you think that

they are interesting chapters to be read. Oh no. They are just pages (with pictures to boot) of the

books and products he wants you to buy. What a rip-off.Jonas should have given this eBook away

for free, and then he could have suckered us all into being a captive audience to present his sales

pitch. I would have not been too upset if that had been the case, but to charge me $$ so you can do

a hard sale? Bad business for this author and minister. Even Amway people give you free donuts.I

have one of his other books (print) on Witchcraft and Manipulation, which is an excellent book



containing real information. I thought this eBook would be the same, but it is not. The information at

the beginning of the "pamphlet" is OK, but not earth shattering. However, the sales pitch contained

in the entire second half is absolutely criminal. Jonas has many eBooks out there, and I would

suspect they are all the same. I would not buy anything else from this guy. It is a shame that these

ministers go the way of marketing and money scams using the expertise and knowledge that God

gave them in the first place.BTW, I returned the eBook for a full refund!

I like the fact that this book was an easy read in minutes. It contained very simple but powerful ways

to identify and better understand the subject matter. I'm ready to move to the next book.

I was expecting a book not a small 10-15 page pamphlet.

This book/pamplet is not what I expected at all. If I had known what I was getting before hand I

would not have made this purchase

Great on information

Separate from what the booklet has to say, I thought I was ordering three books the same size. One

was a "book" the other two were booklets. The two booklets should have been included for free with

the "book." Christianity is under attack without misrepresenting something sold by a Christian.

I was looking for new information. I'm already familiar with the key points of this book. For a new

believer; it would be decent.

It is a small pamplet, not a book.
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